Our services

7 key benefits of

Hybrid Events
Drive awareness, promote a brand or product,
generate leads and boost customer loyalty
with our event marketing services!

SWIPE FOR MORE

Why hybrid
events?
As events came to a halt last
year with the Covid-19
pandemic, event marketing
has gone through a revolution.
With restrictions, social
distancing, and remote
working halting the traditional
physical event style, the new
hybrid event model emerged
as the approach that will last
well beyond the pandemic.

Why do hybrid events
represent the future?
Driving attendance and engagement at your event,
while at the same time ensuring flexibility and greater
control over costs, is crucial. Hybrid events are now the
future and can allow your organisation to increase its
reach by a scalable impact.

A hybrid event is one that combines
in-person and digital elements, tailored
to each audience for an optimal experience.

BENEFIT 1

Scalable impact

Hybrid events occur ‘live’ for in-person
attendees and are captured ‘virtually’
for audiences online or remote in
real-time. The hybrid approach enables
your organisation to enhance the reach
and attendance of your events. Without
being limited to the maximum capacity
of in-person venues, there is practically
no upper limit to the number of virtual
attendees you can host.

BENEFIT 2

Reduction of
event costs
The flexibility of hybrid events gives your
organisation much greater control over
costs. Hybrid events help you save money
by reducing the number of in-person
attendees which will help to reduce travel,
venue, catering, and other costs.

BENEFIT 3

Higher engagement
with the audience
By adopting a hybrid approach,
networking is not limited to face-to-face interactions. Your virtual
audience can join in remotely from
various locations and connect with
exhibitors and fellow attendees.
Through ongoing breakout sessions,
live Q&A and polls, you can engage
your online and on-ground audiences
simultaneously and on the same level.

BENEFIT 4

Sponsorships
opportunities
Because more and more event
sponsors are starting to recognize
the benefits of hybrid events, they
are becoming more willing to
sponsor them. Sponsors can
significantly benefit from hybrid
events because of their wider
reach. In this way, they get extra
exposure for their brands both
virtually and in person.

BENEFIT 5

Environmental
impact reduction
The impact of travel on the environment has been greatly
reduced since the start of the pandemic. This in return has
made another clear benefit of things such as virtual events
and remote work. While face-to-face meetings are
important, taking events to a virtual space accommodates
attendees who are environmentally conscious and reduces
your impact on the environment.

BENEFIT 6

Huge marketing
opportunities
Adopting a hybrid approach is highly beneficial if in the
business of event marketing. Streaming your events ensures
that content is recorded for later use even if most people
attend in person. Attendees can then re-watch content
after the event is over and you will also have a record of
attendee interactions which will in return improve your
overall marketing strategy.

BENEFIT 7

Flexibility of
the event
If your organisation is still on the fence about
making a full return to in-person events, having a
hybrid event platform to rely on helps ensure that
you have a back-up plan in case any unexpected
problems arise.

Verdict on
hybrid events
Both in-person and virtual events can offer a share of
benefits to your organisation. While you may be looking
forward to the return of in-person events, it is important
to keep in mind attendees who for various reasons are
more inclined to join remotely. By adapting to both
parties, hybrid events your organisation is taking the
right step into the future of event marketing.

Curious to know more
about our event
marketing services?
Then complete this form or feel free to
contact our expert Laura directly for more
specific questions and insights.

Drop us
a like

Engage with
your network

